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The purpose of this thesis is to develop an dlgoritlini for segmenting images
corrtipted by a high level of noise with Jiiferent characteristics. In particular tlie
images considered are composed of se\'eral regions describing dllfcrent objects and
background. The algorithm described is based on. a Markov Kandom f-"icld (MRF)
model of the image and u<;es Kalman Filtering (KF) techniques and D} ;ianuc
Programming (DP) in order to smooth within the regions. The theoretical backgrotmd
for one dimensional and two dimensional data which have different characteristics and
simulation results are presented, with examples o[ synthetic data and underwater
imaces.
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I. INTRODLfCTION
The objective of segmentation is to divide a gi\'en image into meaningful regions
or units. In many \ision problems the first task is to distinguish objects to Jiscrinanate
betueen \'arious obstacles.
A general vision s}stem for Artificial Intelligence applications can be decomposed
in the following blocks:
1. Data acquisiiion: The picture of interest can be taken b\' suitable cameras tor
these purposes and can be digitized using proper software and hardware.
2. Segnieniaiion: Removing noise and dividing tiie image into significant regions.
3. Image imdersianding: Deciding which objects are present and classifying them
according to size, shape, etc.
The general approach at the basis of image segmentation is based on the
identification of different properties characterizing the regions of interest, for
example, several objects can be identified by their average intensity levels or by the
textures on the surfaces. The task of an image segmentation algorithm is tlierefore to
identify the regions from the vision signals which contain noise (due to the electronic
equipment and other environmental factors such as turbid waters in undervvuter
environments) or uninteresting details. For example, if it is desired to recognize the
presence of a house in the picture, we need to segment the image by disregarding the
doors, windows, cracks on the wall, etc.
Although all the methods in the literature for segmentation are well suited to
most of the cases of interest, they have poor performances in the presence of a high
level of noise. In the cases of noisy data statistical techniques are moie suitable. In
particular these are based on classical techniques of estimation, such as Maximum
Likelihood (ML) or Maximum a Posteriori (MAP). Statistical estimation teciiiiiques
rely on the use of distinct statistical models for the original image and for the
disturbances.
In this thesis we present a segmentation algorithm for images affected by a liigh
level of noise, based on statistical techniques. In particular we use Markov Random
Fields (MRF) as a model of the original image, and we assume White Gaussian noise
as a model for the disturbance. The reason for the choice of MRF is based on several
considerations:
1. Thev extend one dimensional well-known models to the multidimensional case.
2. They relate global statistics to local dependencies of the data.
3. They can model compact, distinct regions by a suitable choice of paranieters.
The smoothing is obtained by a combination of MRF" (for the transition between
regions), Kalman Filtering Techniques (to filter within the regions) and rj)ynamic
Programming (to determine the best sequence of edges which maximizes the likelihood
function).
Related to the works of segmentation, the algorithms of Derin. Elliott and Cristi
[Refs. 1.2], Geman [Ref. 3], Besag [Ref. 4| ha\e shown the eflectiveness ol" these
techniques segmenting images corrupted by a high level of noise. Parallel to these
works, a combination of Autoregressive and MRF models has been presented by
Therrien [Ref. 5] to segment textured images of terrain data.
In the next chapter, the properties of modeling the original scene by Markov-
Random Field and choice of the parameters in Markov Random Fields are presented.
Estimation algorithms for one and two dimensional data are given in Chapter IH.
Finally, simulation results for different characteristics of data are the subjects of
Chapter IV.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND MODELING USING MRF
The problem to be addressed in this chapter is how to model the original scene
and Its estimation li-om the given (observed) data. As stated m the Introduction the
model for the original scene is assumed to be a Markov Random Field (MRFi vvhose
properties are discussed m the next section. As explamed below, the estimation is
based on a Bayesian approach and a Maxnnum a Posteriori (MAP) techniques.
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let the original scene X = {X. ,] be a random tield on a finite two dimensional
lattice L = {(k,t) g Z" : 1 < k < Np I < t < N^} where Z is the set o[ integers,
assunung discrete values Fp F-,. F^...,, which are constant in regions Rj. R,. R..... with
R. c: L and R. fl R. = for i^^j. For example tins might be the case ol'se\eral objects
with diilerent intensity levels.
Also let X be corrupted by an additive noise and modeled by a random field
\V=(\V|^
J, (k,t) e L. Furthermore, W will be assumed to be a White Gaussian field
with zero mean and known variance <J". W is identically independently distributed
(i.i.d.) and independent ofX.
Theretore. the observed imase can be civen by a random field Y = [\\, ^. as
\., = St., (\,, • ^V »-''
where (k,t) 6 L and
gj^ ^ (. , .) is an arbitrary function. In our case we assume additive
noise, and therefore the observed signal can be e.xpressed as
Now, the problem is to estimate X from the data V. Since we assume tliat only
noisy observaiions are available, the estimate can be obtamed by maximization of the
a posteriori distribution of the scene with respect to x by a Bayesian approach.
Therelbre
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where x is the estimate of original scene and P-(v^j-v-(\|y) = Probability (X = \\' = yi.
As it can be seen from Equation 2.3. the problem is to maxiniizc the a pos:.Lri'. ri
probability ot x given y. This form o[~ Ba>esian estimation is known as .\Ui.-^./.'iu:ii a
Puswriori or MAP estimation.
Bayes factorization and the convenience oi logarithmic operation \ields
^'^^ViX^>'!'^'
^ lnP^.(x) = niaxr
,
ilnPy-^^iyix) + hlP^^lA)j t2.4»
'I he two likelihood terms on the lelt and right hand sides of hquatioii 2.4 are
determined by the model of X and of the disturbaiKe. fhe model for the scene .X is
assumed to be a Markov Random Field (.MRF) winch is formally dclined by Besdg
jRef. 3: p. 724J and by Elliot. Derin. Cristi and Geman [r<efs. 0.7].
B. MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS (MRF)
Definition: Let L be a finite lattice L = ;(k,t) : 1 < k < \,. 1 < t < N\J and
x\^
J
detined as a subset of L so that (k,t) € \\^ ^ where (,k.t) g L and (i.j) e \\. if and
only if (k.t) G \\^ .. Then a random field X = [Xj^ J with the property
P^X. =x. I X. . = x. .
.






X. . = x
^k.t= \,t I ^i.j \j'^^-J>^ '»,,,)
is a Markov Random Field with neighborhood \\^ ^.
.\ Markov Random Field can be illustrated as in Figure 2.1. where the statistics
of the element (k.t) indicated by a ""•" depends on its neighbors indicated by a "O"
only. Two simple neighborhoods are shown in Figure 2.2. These are:
M^^.^
= [(l,n):0 < (i-lr + (j-n)' < 1} (2.6)
and
\\..^ = {(l.n):0 < (i-lr + (j-nr < 2) (2.7)


















Figure 2.2 Neighborhoods n. . (a; and n. . (b).
Although a MRF can be considered as a muliidimensional extension of a
Markov Chain, a difTiculty exists in defining MRF. In fact the main concept at the
basis of Markov Chains is the concept of transition probabilities. These are subjects to
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niilJ conditions and they rely on the fact that an ordering can be deternuneJ in one
dimensional problems. This is not the case in niukidimcnsional problems where an
ordering of points in general does not exist, \vhich pre<^ents a dilliculiy in the delinition
of transition probabilities. Because of this we liave to approach MRFs m a dilicient
\va\' Irom the Markov Chains. Iherefore. to deterimne the structure for Lhe joint
probability oi" MRf" models, we need some new detinitions and theorems. In
particular the joint probability is based on the conceit of clu/iie gr. en below:
Definiuon: Given a .Markov Random Field (MRFj with neighbors i] a cn'iue is a
set 0^ pixels which arc neighbors of each other [Rei~. 6: p.l9S]. The various types of
cliques for n. . and n. .- are shown in Fiuure 2.3. Based on the delinition of cliuucs,
the joint probability of a >Farkov Random Field with neighborhood \\ can be expressed
by the following theoreni:
Theorem (Hammersley and CliiFord) [Ref (?: pp. 192-199]. Suppose X is an MRF




U(x) = ^V^(x) (2.9.)
c€;
'^ is the set of all cliques as shown in Figure 2.3 and usually L'{x) is defined as the
energy function. V (x) the potential associated with clique c, and the partition function




which is a normalizing constant that causes Pv to be a consistent probability measure.
On the basis of the above theorem we can arbitrarily assign a joint probabihty of





Figure 2.3 Cliques tor Neighborhood Systems \\. . (a) and r|. .* (b).
be finite for all \. It means that the form of V (x) is fixed bv the structure of the
lattice given by Kinderman [Ref S].
In order to understand the above result and definitions, the joint probability of




for the case in Figure 2.3 (a).
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Dejuiiiion: A MRF which has all nonzero probabilities as m Lquatiou 2.11.
namely, Px^x) > 0, is calleJ a Gihbs Field (GF). The (}ibbs nioJcl can be used co
model the spatial interactions between regions, in which a pixel and its neigiibor'^ liave
sinular statistical properties. In other words, it modek spatial contiriuiiy which
characterizes the images we want to segment. Note that the structuie oT Pv ix) is
relatively <;imple for \] as in Hquation 2.11. Its complexity increases considerably ior
laieer neichborhoods. For that reason, in ceneral onlv the lower <:ets n. .' and iv ' are
considered practically applicable, and even m \} ' cliques with only one or t>vo
elements are taken into account. In addition, the Gibbs distribution might also be
used to model textures. In our problem we just want to niodel the tact that tlie most
likely scenes have regions which are clusters of pixels, and the Markov Randorii Field
model is adequate for this purpose, provided by properly assigning tlie potential
functions. A particular model we are going to consider in this thesis is the MRF with
neighbors q as in Figure 2.3 (aj and with potential functions defined as:
v,(x,,i = MM)
V\.M-V.) -.<V,.A..> = ( "p'o'her.™?'*"' '-'^'
for any value of k and t and P a positive constant. The larger the parameter p. the
more the joint distribution P^^ is peaked around smooth realizations. By this definition










Also, by the assumption of Gaussian noise uith zero mean and standard desiaiion <T,
Equation 2.14 with Equation 2.4 yields the likelihood as
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lnPv|x(y|x) + lnPx(x)=-jiv,;y^_^-x,^^)- + P[Ig{x,^,x,.,^^) + g(x,_,^ (2.10,
k.t k,t
Hence, given the data y= {y. } in noise, the noise model \V((I>. cr) and the Gibhs field
model Ec[uation 2.14 with parameter p. the estimate of the original scene is given by




In particular there is no need to undertake the difTiculty of calculating the
partition function Z since it is a normalizing constant. So, it was omitted in Equation
2.17. Approaches to minimization oi" Equation 2.17 can be based on relaxation
[Ref 3: pp. 730-732] or deterministic [Ref 4: pp. 266-267] or Dynamic Programming
[Ref 2: pp. 44-45 and Ref 8: pp. 12-13]. In the next chapter a difierent approach to
minimization of Equation 2.17 based on Kalman Filtering techniques will be presented.
C. CHOICE OF THE PARAMETER IN THE MRF
The diOlculty in using the Gibbs Distribution as a region model is to estimate the
parameters of the model from specific realizations. Some methods have been used
previously to estimate the model parameters. For example, Besag [Ref 6: pp. 211-212]
suggested the coding method where the parameters are determined from subsets of data.
This requires solution of a set of nonlinear equations. Another example of the
parameter estimation method is given by Derin and Elliot [Ref 2: pp. 43-44] which
uses standard linear, least-squares estimation. This has been proved to be effective in
modeling textures by GFs. A different approach was used by Geman [Ref 3: pp.
727-729] which defined a simulated annihiling, where stochastic relaxation was
combined with monotonic increasing parameters.
For this thesis, the parameter P of the model in Equation 2.17 was set by trial
and error until a reasonable filtering was reached. The optimum value of the
parameter p is smaller for high values of signal to noise ratio. So, it is necessar\' to
modify this parameter as the signal to noise ratio changes.
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in. SEGMENTATION AND SMOG THING OF ONE DEMENSIONAL AND
TWO DLMENSIONAL SIGNALS
The content of this chapter is the segmentation algoritiinis lor one duneasional
and two Jnneiisional signals. Following a Maxiinuiu a Posienon approach, estimate of
the original data is obtained by niinin\ization of the cost function given by liquation
2.17. To provide this, a smoothing technique is de\ised which is based ow a
combination of Kalman Filtering (KF) and Dynamic Progranuiung (DP). D^nanuc
I'rogranmiing is used to determine the best sequence o'i edges which maximizes the
likelihood function and a detailed algorithm is presented in Appendi.\ A. Kalman
Filteiing is used to filter within the regions. This filtering technique is preierred
because the Kalman Filtering is the best linear optimal estimator. If the noise m the
data is assumed to be Gaussian, the Kalman Filter gives the minimum variance
estimate of the original scene. In particular it evaluates the conditional me.ui of the
original data given the past observations (measurements). If the assumption of
Gaussian noise is removed, the KF yields the best linear estimate.
In the next subsection, the segmentation algorithm for a binary sequence li.e..
one which assumes only two levels) is presented and the result will be extended to
general multilevel cases. Related computer programs are included in Appendix B.
A. BINARY SEGMENTATION USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
ALGORITHM
Suppose that it is desired to segment a binary sequence having logic levels "1"
and "0" which are related to two intensity levels (gray levels) corrupted by an additive
noise. The noise is considered as a zero mean Gaussian noise with a known standaid
deviation (T. In the general image processing extension, we can consider a logic "O" as
a background and a logic "\" as an object. An example of the original sequence and
the noisy sequence is given in the next chapter.
Let X. be the logic values of the orieinal data of intensitv levels, which asslens
real numbers F(U), F( 1) to the regions denoted by logical zeroes and ones respeciively.
Then the noisy data can be given as
v. = Fix.) + W. (3.1)
1 ^ 1 - I
where W. ^ N (0 , <7). We can define the signal to noise ratio (SNR) as
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1(1) - ¥(())
SNR = ^ (3.:)
In this section we assume to know the levels FiU). F{[) and the noise vanance a-.
Here, the assumption of F and G known is not restrictive, since various algoritlims
exist in the literature which enable one to estimate means and variance of~ nuxtures of
Gaussian populations. We have seen in Chapter 2 that a \(RF can be arbitrarily
assigned by the potential function V. In particular we can model spatial continuity by
assigning hieh probabilities to smooth signals. '1 his can be achieved by assigning the




i = [ =
where
J
1 if X, =x,
g(x.
, xO = < / - 1 3.4)
L -1 otherwise
The parameter P models the smoothness of the original data. In recursive form
the likelihood function can be written as:
fk+l(^0'^l'--\+l)=V^0-'^l'-"'\) + P§^-\+p\)-.-2-|>k+l-f"(\4-l)i' (^'5)
with C_^ - . The estimate x is obtained by maximizing f over all possible realizations
Xj. Applying Dynamic Programming{DP) algorithm in Appendix A, the maximum of
i^ is obtained. Results of segmentation of noisy binary image is given in Chapter 4.
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B. SMOOTHING OF PIECEVMSE CONSTANT SIGNALS IN ONE
DIMENSION USING KALMAN FILTERING
The algorithm presented in the pre\ious section lor Innar} Jala is suitable fur a
sniiiU number oi' levels. Although it can be generalize J to any number ol" le\eis. its
complexity increases considerably and becomes unleasable m mul:ile\el situations. So.
for one and two dimensional ob'^ervations which ha\e more than two intensit}' le\els.
we need to search tor a dillerent approach.
As mentioned in the first section of this chapter, a new algoiithm which uses tlie
Kalman f iltering techniques and Dynanuc Programming is developed. In applications
filtering is concerned with the extraction of signals I'rom noise. If the obserwaion and
original scene are modeled by linear stochastic models, a solution to the general
filtering problem can be obtained by use of the Kalman filter.
Due to the assumed piecewise characteristics of the data, tlie realizations of V
can be modeled by the state-space models
\-l = \^ \ (3.6)
}\ = \ + ^v^ (3.7)
where w^ is Gaussian zero mean i.i.d. with standard deviation d. and v^ is nonzero at
the edges between regions only. By defining the original data X in one dimension as
X = iXj . t G L], L = (1.2 NJ. the one dimensional Markov model corresponding to
MR.F has joint density
lnP^^(x) = P3;g(x^,x^.^)-lnZ (3.8)
tsL
and the likelihood function to be maximized like Equation 2.16 is
C(x)= ^'^(y-x.)' + P'^'g(x,.x,
,) (3.9)
teL teL
where the first term on the right hand side of this equation comes ironi tlie noise and
the second term is the potential defined before.
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The Kalman Filter for the state-space model in Equation 3.6 and 3.7 is defined
by the recursion Equation 3.11 as
^t-l = \ ^ ^t^i^VV :3.io)
where K^ is the Kalman gain. When an edge is detected the gain needs to be
reinitialized at that point. To do this, define a binar>' sequence
m^ = v^ (3.11
which has a logic "1" at the edges between the regions and a logic "0" m the regions.
Just to give an example, let's say T, = [t,. t., - I] and T^ = [t-, , t^ - 1] where Tp T-, are
adjacent regions and t, < t-, <t,. \\''e can define v = v. = v, = 1 as shown in
Figure 3.1 In general
V =











Figure 3.1 An Example for Adjacent Regions.
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1 hen the estimated data can be determined trom the noisy sequence y u^ir.j Cquatic;:!
3. 10 and 3.11 as
where
1
K = ~ (3.14)
and.





T^_^ + 1 Otherwise
Filtering Equation 3.13 yields the estimate of \ as
ll^
^ j=l
where t^ stands for the distance of t from the nearest left edge. Equation 3.10
e.xpresses the Kalman Filter as an averaging of the measurements.
In the case that the edges are not known, observe the following;
1. Given the noisy data y for any binary sequence m, the estimate x is well defined
by Equation 3.13 - 3.15, call this estnnate \(m):
2. The g(. . .) term in the Markov model Equation 3.S and the likelihood function
Equation 3.9 can be interpreted as a penalty to the edges. Fi'oni the
dependence of x on the sequence m stated above it can be written.
f 1 if m, =
i^ -1 II m^ = 1
Therefore we can define the function
21
f 1 ifni =
Y(nV=
, .p ^ _
,
(-IS)
3. For any j € L let y', x^ x', m' be the sequences and y. x, x. m up to index j. for
instance y^ = {y^^. y^ y.). With this definition the likcHhood function
Equation 3.^ associated with the estimate ofx satisfies the recursion
V^\m^^^)=V{n^)-^{y.^^^-x.^^{n^^')r + pYinij^^) (3.19)
la-
in the case of the index set is L = (0,1 N} the likelihood function Equation
3.9 for the estimate x(m) is
f(x(m)) = £^"(x(m)) (3.20)
By these considerations the smoothing problem of the data is reduced to
maximization of the likelihood function Equation 3.9 with respect to all binary
sequences m. This can be done using the recursive formula Equation 3.19 and
Dynamic Programming techniques given the details in Appendix A.
C. SMOOTHING OF PIECEVVISE CONSTANT SIGNALS IN T\VO
DIMENSIONS USING KALMAN FILTERING
There is a problem in extending Kalman Filtering techniques from one dimension
into two dimensions due to the lack of a causal state-space model for higher
dimensions. .Any^way, we can determine a two dimensional recursive formulation like
Equation 3.13 - 3.15 by assuming the estimate x as the average value of the noisy data
within the regions.
Proceeding just like the case in one dimension, a smoothing algorithm can be
developed to maximize the likelihood function given below:
N N N
e(k.t)=
-^-^y\y{Ki)-^{Kif + \iY.ii\,c\,i-0^^1-^\,v\-\,i^ <^^-^)
k,t k,t k.t
To do this, first assume the edges to be known, and define M = (mj^
^} where mj^ ^ £
leg.ej.e^.e,} for each (k.t) e L, e^ being the four combinations of edges corresponding








Figure 3.2 Illusiration oi" Edges.
Some defmitions are given below refemng to Figure 3.3 for each point (k,t) c L to
obtain the smoothing algorithm:
DefiniLion /: r^^
^




is the average value of the noisv data v in the i r, , x 1) reeion.
Definition 3: "k.
^
is the number of points in the homogeneous region surrounded
by row k.. column t and the line of edges.
Definition 4: x,
,
is the average of noisv data v in the region in whicii 'k,
,
is.
-' k.t - - K.t
Using the definitions given above, the filtering algorithm can be developed as
following
^k,t = ^k-i.t ^ ^k.t(>'k.t-Vi,t) (3.24)
- z
l<,t



















k.t-1 'k.t " '"k.t ^ ^^'ij .
ts,
(3. 29)
This algorithm is based on the fact that for any Jisjomt pair of regions A . B c L, the
averase oi a noisv sicnal denoted bv x on the re<:ions A . B . A U B arc related as
XIA U B) = a,x(A) + a,x(B; (3.30)
with a^ = |A] !A U B|. a-, = |B| jA U B| where |.| denotes the number of elements in
the set. The recursion Equation 3.24 computes the average on A and Equation 3.26
the average on A U B. As in the one dimensional case liquations 3.21 - 3.24 represent
a well-dehned mapping which associates an estimate x(M) to any Held of edges M e
[eg,e^.e.^.e,} l : . Analogous considerations as lor the one dimensional case lead
to the likelihood lunction as




m(v^^^) =\ Oifv^^^ = ej .e. (3.32)
So. the estimate x can be determined by searching over all possible sets of edges M in
order to find x which maximizes the likelihood lunction Equation 3.21. Hcwe\cr the
Dynanuc Programming algorithm is used to maxmuze the likelihood lunction m two
dimensions.
IV. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS
A. ONE DLMEiNSIONAL SIGNALS
We started the simulations by creating a one dimensional two level bmary
sequence which has 128 points as shown in Figure 4.1. Gaussian zero mean noise
with dilTerent signal to noise ratios (SNRs) calculated with the formula given by
Equation 3.2 was generated and added to the original signal by using IMSL library
subroutines. The noisy sequences are given in Figure 4.2. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. Here, the
standard deviations for the noise are 25, 50, 15 and 100 respectively.
Figure 4.1 Original Binary Sequence.
26










Figure 4.3 Noisy Sequence -.vitri <y= 50
SNR = :.
28
Figure 4.4 Nois\ Sequence wicii (T= 75
S\R = [.25.
"<u
Figure 4.5 Noisy Sequence with cr= U)U
SNR = I.
The segmentation algorithm explained in the first section of Chapter 3 which uses
Dynamic Programming was applied to filter out the noisy signal uah the signal to
noise ratios given above. To improve the result, for each simulation [he algorithm
was run twice, from left to right and from right to left in order to provide smooth
results.
The outcome of simulations depend on the model parameter \] that modcis the
smoothness of the original data and this parameter was switched several tunes until we
had the best segmentation for each case. The values of p were set by trial and error
for this study. The best values for P for the given SNRs were obtained as t>.S4. O.SO,
0.74 and 0.72 respecci\'ely. Filtered signals are presented in Figures 4,o. 4.7. 4.8 and
4.9.
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Figure 4.6 SegmenceJ Sequence lor (7-25 and |j = 0.84.
31
F'igare 4.7 Segmented Sequence tbf (7 = 50 and p = O.iO.
1Figure 4.S Segmented Seijuence for (J= /5 and |] = 1)
J J
Figure 4.9 Segmented Sequence lor <j = lOU and P = 0.72.
For the case of data with unknown levels '.ve developed a dillerenL jcgincniation
algorithm. The difFiculty is to estimate the data levels, as well as to detcrnune the
segmentation. This segmentation algorithm is based on Kalman Filtering and
Dvnanuc Programming. First, this method has been applied to tne one dimensional
noisy signals shown in Figures 4.2. 4. J. 4.4 and 4.3. The noisy data was filtered
twice (two passes). The two passes results are shown m Figures 4.10, 4.11 for (7=25
and 50.
34
Figure 4.10 Sesmented Setiuencc bv KF varli tT= 2i.
Figure 4.1 1 Segmented Sequence by KF with (T= 50.
B. TWO DIMENSIONAL IMAGES
We applied the two dimensional filtering algorithm to the test images which
contain three dilTerent regions given in Figure 4.12. In this test imago there are four
diiferent intensity levels (one for the background and three for the objects). Random
Gaussian noise has been added with standard deviation (T= 10 and (J=20 as siiown in
Figures 4.13, 4.14.
The result of filtering is shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. Notice that in these
cases the noise has been removed while preserving the edges between the regions. The
values of the parameter P giving the best results are P = 2.0 for (T= 10 and P= l.S for
(T=20 showing a trend of this algorithm. The value of P depends on the SNil of the
noisy picture. In particular p should be decreased for higher levels of noise.
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As an application lo a test image in underwater einironiiicnt. '.ve ap;^in.d Ci\c
algorithm to a 512 x 512 picture of a fish corrupred by additive noise. The noi-y
image is shown in Figure 4.17 and the liltered one is shown in Tiguie 4.1^'. Tiie
signilicance of it is the fact that after filtering the fish and tlie backgrour.d preseiu ueil
distinct intensity le\'e!s. .Mthough applications to this class of problems arc sciU under
investigation, tlio fact that the object ithe fish m this case) presents characteristic.'i well
di*;tinct from tlie background can be used for automatic detection or recognition in an
artificial intellisence framework.
Figure 4.12 Original Test Image.
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Figure 4.13 Test Image with <J= lU.
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Figure 4.14 Test Image with (T= 20.
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'x:^''y'/W''''fm'
Figure 4.15 Segmented Image with a= 10 and P = 2.0.
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Figure 4.16 Segmented Test Image with (J=20 and p= l.S.
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jBI mnBhh
Figure 4.18 Segmented Fish with (T= 25 and P = (,).25.
Analogously we tested the algorithm on a 16 level checkboard shown in !-igui-e
4.1^ for dilferent levels of noise. In particular the values of the 16 levels are given by
1U<>. 50. ISO. "0. 200. 120, 60. 140. 75. 175. 90. 65, 130, 55, 190. 110 from loft to right
for each line. The elTects of additive noise are given in Figures 4.20 and 4.21 lor G= 10
and (7=20 respectively. The noise is always assumed to be Gaussian, zero mean md
uhite. The application of the filtering algorithm is shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23
using P=1.2 and P = 0.7 respectively. As expected the algorithm filters wiehin the
regions while preserving the sharp separation between adjacent regions. Also sho^Mi in
Figure 4.22 are the edges between regions, as detected by the algorithm wluch bliows
the reinitializations of the Kalman Filter gains.
Fisure 4.19 Test Imase with 16 DitTerent Redons.
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Figure 4.20 Test Image with a= 10.
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Figure 4.21 Test Image with <7= 20.
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Figure 4.22 Segmented Image with (7= lU and |i= 1.2.
47
Figure 4.23 Segmented Image wkh a = 20 and p = 0. 7.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
All algorithm to segment noisy data in one dimension and tv.o dimensions has
been presented, where the segments are piecewise constant. The data are descriLx^d by
state-space models. The particular feature of the algorithm is to search lor the best
sequence of edges in order to maxirmze the likelihood function, 'flie algoritlim has
emphasized piecewise constant data, but it can be extended for the data with icgions
characterized by textures to which we associate ditlerent Autoregressive (,.'\R) models.
Typical applications are not oiih' image segmentation but also segmentation in speech




The Dynamic Programming is an algorithm used when the solution to a problem
may be considered as the result of a sequence of decisions. An optimal sequence o[
decisions will maximize the given function, in the case that is used in this study, the
likelihood function fj^,.
In Dynamic Programming an optimal sequence of decisions is obtained by
making expUcit appeal to the Principle of Opnnialiiy. In the cases when this principle
can be applied, an optimal sequence of decisions has the property that whatever the
initial state and decision are, the rest of the decisions must make up an optimal
decision sequence according to the state resulting from the first decision. Standard
Dynamic Programming techniques are introduced by Bellman. [Ref. 9]
The mathematical equations and the algorithm is given below for the case that




or in recursive form
where
2(T-
and setting the uiitial condition x_, = and also assuming that x^ can be only logic
"0" or "I", we can determine the best sequence (x^ , k = 0,...,N} which maximizes
f\^-(X(,,...,XN^). For this purpose define
50
J^lO) = max f^(Xy \.i.'-*) 1-V'-:
(^u Vi'
and
J,M) = max (,ix^ x,.,.l) (A.5)
(-U ^-i)
We can represent the problem in the form of a graph as in figure A.I. with N stages
where the nodes at the k-th stage represent the state Xj^ (either O" or "l"), and the
brandies represent the gain associated to the transition from one btate to the nc\t. In
this way Jj^C)) and Jj^d ) represent the maximum of all possible gams up to Xj^ = '.) and
Xj^ = 1 respecti\ely. These quantities can be recursively updated as
Jj^^lin) = maxlJ^(0)+AC^^^(0,0) . y 1) + AC;, ^ ^( 1,0)] iA.6)
and
\+i(l) = max!\(0)-f AC^^^(0.1)..I^{l) + AC^^j(l,l)} (A.")
with Af,^ as in Equation A. 3. Also we can keep track of the branches which yield the
maximum likelihood by defining Pointer, (0). and Pointer, (1) at each stage k. The
sequence x maximizing En^Ix^ X\^-) is therefore obtained by backtracking as m the
following:
Let Xn^- be such that Jx(Xn^-) = max[J>,^(0) , i\^{l)]














C '^ PROGRAM BINARY.DAT ^
C * *
C * PURPOSE To generate 128 point binary sequence. ^
C * ^
C * REQUIRED IMSL ROUTIMES None.
C * '*^





















IF(K .GE. .AND. K . LT . 30) THEN
F(K)=100
ELSE IF(K .GT. 70 .AND. K .LT. 90) THEN
F(K)=100












CALL DWINDO (-50. 0,300. 0,-50. 0,400.0)
CALL MOVEA(- 50. 0,-50.0
CALL DRA;7A( 300. 0,-50.0)

















C * PROGRAM BIMARY2.DAT ^
C * PURPOSE To generate one dimensional 128 point binary ^
C * sequence '.;ith zero mean Gaus sian' noise used' '^
C * by Dynamic Programming algorithm to se^gment ^
C * a noisy signal. ^
C * *
C * REQUIRED IMSL ROUTINES GGNML *
C '^ ^




INTEGER INIIT,FINITT,F(128) , TERN , SETBUF , I ,NR ,
L




0PEN(UNIT=2 ,MAME--^ ' BINARY2 . DAT ' , ACCESS= ' DIRECT ' , STATUS= ' NEW '
* RECL=32,MAXREC=128)
DO 10 1=1,128
IF (I .GE. .AND. I .LT. 30) THEN
F(I)=100
ELSE IF(I .GT. 70 .AND. I . LT . 90) THEN
F(I)=100

















CALL DWINDO(- 50. 0,300. 0,-50. 0,400.0)
CALL MOVEA (-50. 0,-50.0'
CALL DRAWA (300. 0,-50.0'
CALL DRAWA (300. 0,400.0'
CALL DRAWA( -50. 0,400.0'
CALL DRAWA (-50. 0,-50.0'
CALL MOVEA(0. 0,1000.0)'
CALL DRAWA(0. 0,0.0)






















PURPOSE To segment a noisy binary sequence using
Dynamic Programming algorithm.
REQUIRED IMSL ROUTINES Hone.
IMPLEIIEMTED BY Lt. Kani HACIPASAOGLU March 1937
33
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INTEGER N , K , FO , Fl , OUT , PTR(128 , : 1) , F ( 128
)















OPEN (UNIT=2,NAME=' BIMARY2.DAT' ,ACCESS= ' DIRECT
'
















































0PEN(UNIT=3 ,NAME= ' OUTS .DAT
* RECL=32,MAXREC=128)

























, ACCESS= ' DIRECT
'


























































C * PROGRAM TEST. DAT *
C * *
C * PURPOSE To generate a test image vhich has ^
C * three different intensity levels. '^
C * *
C * REQUIRED IMSL ROUTIIIES None. *
C * -
















F2(l,J) = (((I-XC2)*-*=2+(J-YC2)**2)-(R^*2) )
IF((F1(I,J) .LE. 0) .AND. (F2(I,J) .GT. 0)) THEN
A (I, J) =50
ELSE IF((F1(I,J) .GT. 0) .AND. (F2(I,J) .LE. 0)) THEN
A(I,J)=15b













C * PROGRAM TESTIM.DAT *
C * '^
C * PURPOSE To generate a test image v;ith zero mean '^
C * Gaussian noise to be segmented by ^
C * Kalman Filter. *
C * ^
C * REQUIRED IMSL ROUTINES GGNIIL *
C * ^
























222 FORMATC ENTER SIGMA'
)






IF((F1(I,J) .LE. 0) .AND. (F2(I,J) .GT. 0)) THEN
A(I,J)=50
ELSE IF((F1(I,J) .GT. 0) .AND. (F2(I,J) .LE. 0)) THEN
A(I,J)=150






CALL GGNML( DSEED. NR,R)
Rr=SIGMA*jnint(R)
AA(I,J)=A(I,J)+Rr
IF(AA(I,J) .lt. -128) THEN
AA(I,J)=AA(I,J)+256















C ^ PROGRAM FINAL.DAT ^
C * ^
C * PURPOSE To generate a test image v;hich has 16 '^
C * different regions.
C * *
C * REQUIRED IMSL ROUTINES flone . ^
C ^ IMPLEMENTED Bx Lt. Kani HACIPA5A0GLU June 19S7 ^
C ^ r
BYTE A(128,128)
OFEII(UNIT=l,nAnE='^INAL.DAT' ,ACCE3S= ' DIRECT
'
































C * PROGRAM NFIMAL.DAT ^
C * -^
C * PURPOSE To generate a test image v;hich has 16 ^
C * different regions v;ith zero mean Gaussian -
C * noise to be segmented by Kalman Filter. *
C * ^
C * REQUIRED IMSL ROUTINES GGNML *
C * -










100 FORMAT ( ' ENTER IMAGE DATA NAME')
READ C*^, 101)
101 FORMAT (A50)





222 F0RMAT( ' ENTER SIGMA')



























CALL GGNML ( DSEED, NR,R)
Rr=SIGMA*inint(R)
AA(I,J)=A(I,J)+Rr
IF(AA(I,J) .LT. -123) THEN
AA(I,J)=AA(I,J)+256
ELSE IF(AA(I,J) .GT. 127) THEN
AA(I,J)=AA(I,J)-256
ELSE














C * PROGRAM CRISTI2D *
c * *
c * PURPOSE To segment a two dimensional noisy image ^
c * using'Harkov Random Field, Dynamic ^
c * Programming and Kalman Filtering techniques. '^
c * REQUIRED IMSL ROUTINES None. *
c ^ ^
c ^ IMPLEMENTED BY Lt. Kani HACIPASAOGLU Aug. 1987 -
common ny, y(512 , 512) , tau(5l2) ,xtop(512) , iedge ,ymaK




777 format (' Enter Input Image File Name:')
read (*, 778) image
write(*, 782)
782 format(' Enter Output Image File Name:')
read(*, 778) imout
773 format(a20)
open (2, name=image, access= ' direct
'
, status= ' old'
)
c get data from file
write ('^, 779)




read (*, 666) sigma, beta
write (*, 790)






792 format(' Enter scale factor (1.0=no scale)';










794 format( ' Enter yth:
'
)
read (*, 793) yth
endif
c
do 5 k=l, npoints
read(2'k) (S(k,j), j=l, npoints)
do 6 j=l, npoints
temp=s(k, i
)









555 formate ENTER: sigma, beta')
666 format(2fl0.4)
c
c *** main loop *''^*
v;rite(*, 657)


























call line(i, start, dir, cycle, gam, beta, rowav)
40 continue
c





668 format(' ... End Computing. Mow transfering data to disk
c













write(*, 801) yav, ymax, yth
801 format(3(x, flO.4))
do 60 k=l , npoints
do 61 j=l, npoints
ys=yth+scale*(y(k, j )-yth)
c















open (unit=3, nams=irnout , access= ' direct
*
-Status=' new' , recl=128, maxrec=512)
c
do 50 1=1 npoints






subroutine line(i, start, dir, cycle, gam, beta,rowav)
integer start, air, cycle
common ny, y(512,512), tau(512), xtop( 512) , iedge ,ymax
txhat(4), te(4)
rt -^ - X - , --W/
integer pointer (4, 512^
c
c *^^ scan from START by DIR (=+1, -1)
j=start











c *** state=(left edge, upper edge)
c ^^*: o=no eage, l=eage
c
c ^** state (0,0)



































e^ = (y(i/ j+dir)-txhat{k))'''^2
e2=ly i,j)-txhat(k) )^^2














, j ) = 1
nev;xtop(l












c '** state (1,0)
do 120 1:=1,4
ttau(k)=tau(j)+l





















, ] ) = txtcp(im)
lambda(2
,
























e(3, j)=z2+e(l, j-dir )+beta
pointer (3, j )=1


















883 y(i, j)=xhat(im, j)
c
c v;rite(*, 111) im
111 format(i3)
c
if (cycle. eq. 2) then




c '^** compute max intensity




c *** row average
rov/av=(ncount*rowav+y(i, j ) )/ (ncount+1)
ncount=ncount+l
c
c mark the edge v;ith a black entry
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